How is Better Transport & Logistics
Management Helping Contractors’ Workflow?
As a contractor, you know you are only able to take more projects when you have available
trucking. Aren’t you tired of chasing down dump truck drivers? Frustrated at trying to find
3rd party haulers? Wouldn’t you love a less time-consuming way to keep records? Through
new technology like logistics management software, you can optimize transport and logistics
management, saving you time and helping drive more profit.

How Can Technology Help Your Contracting Business?
Finding Qualified Dump Trucks in your Market - Digitize Your Records - Track and Optimize Routes

It All Starts with Finding the Right Trucks
Logisitics management software allows contractors to find the right trucks at the right time.
Allocate your fleet to make the best profit:

A) Post your available jobs and watch dump trucks come to you.
•

With a marketplace like TRUX, contractors can post jobs days or even weeks in advance to
ensure they’re able to secure third party hauling.

•

Even with the best-laid plans in construction, there are bound to be last-minute changes. You
can find trucks quickly and efficiently to take on any last-minute work or fill in a leg of a project.

B) Scale your fleet daily.
•

Your workflow changes daily. Wouldn’t it be great if your fleet could adjust accordingly?

•

TRUX allows you to hire trucks when you need them and allows you to put your trucks on the
marketplace when business is slow.

C) Creating a balanced marketplace
•

If you look at “demand” as the work posted to a given area and “supply” as the amount of
available trucking, then one of the key factors to success is a healthy balance between the two.

•

To improve the balance of supply and demand, you need to start with planning ahead. To find
the trucking you need, we find posting your work ahead of time allows you to fill shifts and
complete your work efficiently.

Use data to better allocate resources. Dump truck logistics platforms backed by data help plan and
optimize a project from start to finish. A healthy marketplace allows contractors to effectively fill
shifts without manual and time-consuming processes. By digitally finding the trucks closest to you,
transport and logistics management tools take the guesswork out of the equation.

Booking Becomes a Breeze
With a dump truck booking software, contractors can keep track and fulfill all compliance needs
for their fleets, view load slips digitally, and easily receive invoices.

A) You need to keep track and fulfill all of your compliance needs from
obtaining Certificates of Insurance to safety requirements.
•

Booking third party hauling with a tool like TRUX assures that you are getting fully compliant
drivers without the manual labor and paperwork.

•

Paper load slips become a thing of the past with new technology offered through logistics
platforms. You can now easily access load slips in-app and not have to worry about keeping
paper versions.

B) Not only do you have to keep track of compliance, but you also have to
keep track of all hired trucking and payout multiple invoices per job.
•

With tools like TRUX, invoices are sent weekly for the previous work week and are organized
by day and job. This results in one easy and understandable payment.

•

Payment happens all in one go, no matter how many haulers work on a job in a day. You no
longer have to process multiple invoices for any given job.

Keeping Tabs on Hired Trucking
You rely on hired trucking to get the job done, but hired trucking is also the area you have the
least visibility into. With transport and logistics management tools, you now can gain access to
this gray area of your operations.

A) Keep track of progress in real-time. GPS Tracking allows you to keep track
of company-owned and hired trucking in one easy platform. Contractors can
now keep track of progress, and receive notifications when a trucker arrives
at a job site.
B) Not only do you have to keep track of compliance, but you also have to
keep track of all hired trucking and payout multiple invoices per job.

Visit www.TRUXnow.com to learn more

